→ A. MOTIVATION
• Importance of turbulence in fusion devices • Hard to diagnose scrape-of-layer (high fluxes) • Optical diagnostics popular → visible camera • Light coming from interaction neutral/plasma • Gas-puff imaging to have 2D poloidal section • Not passive diagnostic → perturbation [1] Tomographic reconstruction of COMPASS tokamak edge turbulence from single visible camera data and automatic turbulence stucture tracking 
C. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP Camera details:
• 12 bits SA-X2 photron camera • CMOS sensor 20x20 µm 2 Data from COMPASS #15487 ~1150 ms L-mode n e =3.10 19 m -3 I p =180 kA Median filter calculated over 10 frames. Gaussian filter with 5 pixels standard deviation and
B. TOMOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE [3,4] Different from SVD or least-squre methods
Goal is to retrieve from a picture I 0 the plasma emissivity S 0 :
3D (space) to 2D (camera chip) problem → Assume constant emissivitiy along B S 0 (Ψ,θ,φ)→ S 0 (Ψ,θ)
• At φ r , discretize the poloidal plane so that for ψ λ an orthogonal basis:
• Assuming K is inversible and taking advantage of the adjoint K*: we define
• From the previous equations and since the ψ λ is an orthogonal basis, it follows that: 
